Pipeline Replacement Project
STREETS DIRECTLY AFFECTED
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FANWOOD
Byron Lane
Farley Avenue

Stewart Place
Thorne Place

PROJECT SCOPE
Replacing and upgrading natural gas
facilities including:
• Replacing aging gas mains with pipe made
of a material that is more durable and less
expensive to maintain
• Relocating gas meters from inside homes
and businesses to outside, and replacing
service lines from the gas main in the street
to the premises

OUR COMMITMENT
Project map, affected streets highlighted in red (above)

Byron Lane and Thorne Place, Fanwood
Elizabethtown Gas provides safe and reliable natural gas service to more than
283,000 customers across northern New Jersey. To ensure that safety and reliability
are maintained, we have already made significant enhancements to portions of
our natural gas distribution system and we plan to continue by replacing aging
underground infrastructure with new, more modern pipes in coming years.
The work in this neighborhood is part of the company’s ongoing pipeline replacement
program. As part of this project, we will replace aging gas mains with new
polyethylene plastic that is more durable and less expensive to maintain. Gas meters
will also be relocated from the inside of homes and businesses to the outside, and
service lines replaced. Relocating the gas meter outside provides enhanced safety
and reliability, easier access to gas meters in the event of an emergency or natural
disaster (such as Hurricane Sandy), and easier access to gas meters to perform
meter maintenance tasks without the need for customers to be present.
This modernization program allows us to make necessary upgrades to our natural
gas pipeline system with the expectation of increased safety, reliability and lower
operating costs, while supporting the local economy by providing jobs. Perhaps best
of all, we’re ensuring families and business owners have ready access to America’s
most abundant, environmentally friendly fuel…today and tomorrow.
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We take great care in implementing construction
practices that limit disturbances to homeowners
and businesses and we understand your time is
valuable. We appreciate your understanding and
thank you for allowing us to provide you with
safe and reliable natural gas service.

PROJECT INFORMATION
Project Hotline: 866.767.5558
Project Email:
elizabethtowngaspipeline@aglresources.com
Website:
elizabethtowngas.com/neighborhood

NOT CURRENTLY AN
ELIZABETHTOWN GAS CUSTOMER?
Now is the time to consider making the switch
to natural gas for your home or business!
Determine your potential savings with our
home heating savings calculator at
elizabethtowngas.com/switch or call
844.886.8488 to speak with a representative
who can help put you on the path to
energy savings.
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